Conventional linear wave impedance inversion methods are greatly sensitive to the initial model and nonlinear inversion methods such as GA are easy to be trapped into local optimums. Here we papoose a new immune genetic algorithm (IGA) for wave impedance inversion. New operators such as immune mutation, immune selection, population recombination, chaos multiplication and immune renewal are defined and new strategy of dynamic adjustment of antibodies to meet large scale computation of wave impedance inversion put forward. The proposed IGA can overcome the disadvantages of GA on slow convergence, easy to premature, and low precision. The results show that the proposed algorithm is suitable for wave impedance inversion.
Introduction
In China, coal reserves is mainly distributed in the west with the thickness of coal seam up to 100 m. Compared to the east coalfield, the structure of coal seam in the west is simple but its fabric is complicated, leading to difficult interpretation. So the transformation from structure prospect to lithology prospect is necessary in the west. The most important task in the west is the inversion and macrostructure of coal seam. Seismic inversion can transform the seismic data including lithology and substance information into wave impedance and stratum speed which can be analyzed and compared with geological data and logging data. Wave impedance inversion has become an effective means of investigating the space characteristic and the thickness change of coal seams and lithology of the roof and bottom.
According to the relationship of the observation data and the parameters of physical model, the seismic inversion methods can be classified into linear inversion and nonlinear inversion [1] . In the linear inversion the relationship between observation data and physical model is linear; however, in the nonlinear inversion the relationship is nonlinear. Conventional model-based inversion with logging restriction belongs to linear inversion. But linear inversion is sensitive to initial model because of its monotony and the inversion can be trapped into local optimization by improper initial model. However, nonlinear inversion methods can firstly transform the inversion into the seek of functional extremum and then solve the optimization problem by various means and realize the mapping from data space to model space. For most geological problems are nonlinear, nonlinear methods are sure to be the trend to solve them [2] .
As a nonlinear method, GA has been widely researched by many geologists. Because the data for wave impedance inversion are large and GA is random, the inversion is always trapped into premature and local optimum and low precision which are caused by the lack of population diversity in the evolution and operators or methods for local search. So in this paper the mechanisms of diversity maintaining and antibody density regulation exhibited in a biological immune system were introduced into IGA based on genetic algorithm. Furthermore, immune mutation, immune selection, population recombination, chaos multiplication and immune renewal were defined and new strategy of dynamic adjustment of antibodies to meet large scale computation of wave impedance inversion. The results show that the proposed algorithm is fit for wave impedance inversion.
Mathematical Model of Wave Impedance Inversion
The object of inversion is to reconstruct the model by observation data, namely medium parameters, focus parameters, and interface shape are deduced from surface seismic records and responds. For nonlinear geological inversion, the inversion process can be regarded as optimization in the high-dimension parameter space. Usually, the object function is designed as the difference between observation data and the theoretical model data. For seismic impedance inversion, it is also transformed into an optimization problem by the objective function. Usually the seismic records are firstly obtained by observation instruments and then theoretical observations are computed by current model parameters and the difference between them is obtained. If the difference does not meet the convergence condition, repeat the evolution process until the condition is satisfied. The object function is defined as follow:
In the formula (1) is regarded as convergence end condition, the inversion problem can be described as follows:
is to be obtained and the formula (2) is satisfied.
In the formula
Immune Genetic Algorithm

Basic immune genetic algorithm
Some characteristics of biology immune system, such as learning, memory, diversity and recognitions are brought into genetic algorithm. In solving actual problems, antibody matching antigen is found under circumstance of keeping antibody diversity, which is the solution of objective. Compared with normal genetic algorithm, distinct characteristics of IGA are shown as 1) Immune memory function, which can quicken search speed and improve whole search ability of GA. (2)Keeping antibody diversity function, which can improve local search ability of GA.(3) Self-adjusting function, which can improve global search ability of GA to avoid producing local solution. In a word, IGA can not only keep random global search ability, but also avoid becoming premature convergence, which can assure to obtain global optimal solution [3] .
Improved immune genetic algorithm
In the immune system antibodies are used to entreat and dispel antigens. To the optimization problem, the antigen is corresponding to the object function and the antibody is corresponding to the optimization. So the immune system can be used to improve and enhance the optimization ability of GA. As the immune genetic algorithm can improve both global search ability and local search ability, it has been widely used in many engineering domains and some applications have achieved good effect [4] . But it has not been applied in wave impedance inversion. In this paper, considering the characteristics of wave impedance inversion, some new immune operators based on IGA were designed to avoid premature and improve the optimization precision.
(1) Immune selection operator: To maintain the diversity of the population, antibodies are advanced and restrained by selection mechanism. Even in the entirely random case, the affinity of antibodies to antigens will be destroyed by the mutation operators [5] . So the antibodies with high affinity should be increased. In this paper an adaptive immune cloning selection strategy is proposed based on antibody concentration. The strategy is described as follows:
First normal school of antibodies' fitness in the population which is named as A(x i ) is constructed according to the best antibody's fitness
In the formula i α is the normal difference of x i , and fbest(x) the best fitness of all antibodies. Then the selection probability of the normal school of antibodies' fitness is defined as follows:
Finally the immune selection probabilities of antibodies are obtained by antibodies' concentration as follows:
In the formula i C is antibodies' concentration which is defined as follows:
The selection strategy based on antibodies' concentration and fitness can not only restrain the propagation of antibodies with high-concentration and maintain the diversity of antibodies and avoid local extremum, but also reserve the individuals nearby the excellent antibodies and increase the search speed.
(2) Immune mutation operator: In the immune algorithm based on entropy the basic bit mutation is used, which can only change some bits of antibodies' coding. So the effect of the mutation operator is not significant [6] . To improve the performance of the mutation operator the non-equality mutation operators in the GA are introduced in immune algorithm.
To achieve non-equality mutation each variable of antibodies carry through mutation with the same probability, that is to say, the whole resolution vectors in the resolution space are slightly fluctuated. The search focus of such operator is the minor region nearby the original antibodies.
In the non-equality mutation the value scope of the mutation point x k is min max
, and the new gene ' k x is defined as follow:
In the formula P(t,y) is a random between 0 and y and with the increase of generations, the probability of P(t,y) approximate to 0 increases at the same time.
P(t,y)
is defined as follow:
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In the formula r is a random distributed with equal probability; T the maximum evolution generations. From (6) and (7) it can be inferred that in the beginning the searching is equal and at the end (t is close to T) the searching is not equal and the searching of the extremum focuses on the promised area [7] . So when the searching is close to the optimization area the non-equality mutation operators can accelerate the global convergence.
(3) Population recombination operators: in GA the selection operators aims at elder generations and new population is formed by copying individuals of the elder generation with proportion and the copied numbers are direct proportion to the individuals' fitness. The method can not maintain the diversity of populations [8] . So in this paper the strategy of the selection of the optimum individual was proposed. In the strategy N optimum individuals are selected from elder generation A q , population B q after crossover and population C q after mutation.
(4) Chaos multiplication operators: The multiplication process of the immunocyte is chaos and random. Chaos variables can be used to simulate the multiplication of immunocyte, thus antibodies can be adjusted in a minor area and the convergence can be accelerated. Compared to random function, chaos sequence is more random and more rapid, so it can be used to maintain the diversity of populations and resolve the conflict between global searching ability and local searching ability [9] . In this paper chaos mapping tent equation is defined as follows: (9) In the formula cx i is the ith chaos variable of antibody x i ; and k the time. (5) Immune renewal: Divide the sorted antibody into two parts, which is the one with high-affinity and the one with low-affinity. Discard r antibodies with low affinity and at the same time create r new antibodies by chaos multiplication operators.
Wave Impedance Inversion Based on IGA
Encoding
As a sequence parameter optimization problem, the inversion problem is encoding in this paper by floating point number encoding. Floating point number encoding is the direct description of sequence parameter optimization problem and encoding and decoding process are not necessary. Floating point number encoding has several advantages as follow:
(1) Avoid the trouble of losing the candidate results with better fitness because of inadequate encoding numbers; (2) Make the algorithm have the ability of shadow; (3) Remove Hamming Cliffs. In floating point numbers encoding system, a real parameter vector is corresponding to a chromosome and a real number is corresponding to a gene of a variable.
Dynamic adjustment of the population scale
The population scale is an important parameter for random searching algorithm and a key factor affecting the algorithm parallelism. When the fixed population are used to solve multi-peak value problems, the parallelism scope will be small and be difficult to find all peak-values if the population are too small. On the contrary, the searching will cost too much time if the population is too big. So referencing to second-dynamics of immune system, IGA can meet the need of the antigen by adjusting the population in evolution according to the current state. The method is described in detail as follows: Firstly the cluster density of the antibodies is measured by the concept of distance and similar antibodies with small fitness are restrained to avoid the simplification of immunocyte. Then new antibodies are created to seek the region where the best result lies. Because of the action of similar restraint and immune compensation, the restraint will act if the initial antibodies are too many; on the contrary, new antibodies added by immune supplement will not be omitted and start to search the new sub-space. The changing number of antibodies is denoted by n and the initial population of the t+1 generation is designed as follow:
In the formula α is the rate of the increase and T is the maximum evolution generations.
Processing of fitness function
Fitness function is the rule of judging the individual. In GA much time is needed to compute fitness function. In each generation the fitness of all the individual must be computed which affects the efficiency of inversion. To improve the inversion efficiency，the methods as follow are adopted.
(1) The fitness of repeated individual is computed only once In GA there is no new individual to be created in selecting operator. Because the total number of the individual is fix and some individual are discarded, there are surely repeated individual in the new population. To the same individual, the fitness will be computed only once.
(2) Only the fitness of newly created individual is computed All individual in the population will not change through the evolution. The individual with fix encoding can reserve its fitness and the computation can be decreased. Results show that the larger the population scale is, the small the evolution probability of the evolution operators is. So the efficiency can be greatly improved.
Flow chart of IGA
Step 1: Setting of initial parameters including generations, population size, individual encoding length and crossover probability.
Step 2: recognizing antigen is and creating initial antibodies.
Step 3: Computing the concentration and fitness of antibodies.
Step 4: Immune selection, hybrid crossover and immune mutation are acted on current population, and new populations are created.
Step 5: Population recombination operators are acted on the new populations.
Step 6: Immune renewal operator is acted on the new created population.
Step 7: Judge the end condition of IGA. If the next generation meets the end condition, the evolution ends. On the contrary, let n=n+1 and go to step 3.
Step 8: Decoding and output the optimization result. In GA selection, crossover and mutation are operated in turn and the latter operation may destroy the excellent individual created previously. To decrease the destruction, the probability of mutation and crossover cannot be too large. But such operations will decrease the efficiency of new individual creation and will not maintain the diversity of population. In this paper, the crossover and mutation operators act in parallel and new population are created by selecting excellent individual from elder generation and filial generation that operators are imposed on. Such parallel structure can improve the efficiency of the creation of new individual greatly and maintain the diversity of population.
Inversion of Theoretical Model
Suppose that the density is a constant, velocity model is designed as Fig 1. The sampling is 150. 60Hz ricker wavelet is given and synthetic seismic records are computed by convolution of theoretical wavelet and reflection coefficient.
Model inversion is carried through by IGA and GA. In GA the population size is 100, the selection probability is 0.5, the crossover probability is 0.01, and the mutation probability is 0.4. In IGA the initial population size is 100 and the maximum generation is 10000 and the creation probability is 0.5. 
Conclusions
A new IGA is proposed and applied into wave impedance inversion. New operators such as immune mutation, immune selection, population recombination, chaos multiplication and immune renewal were defined and new strategy of dynamic adjustment of antibodies to meet large scale computation of wave impedance inversion. The proposed IGA overcame the disadvantages of GA on slow convergence, easy to premature and low precision. The results show that the proposed algorithm is well suitable for wave impedance inversion.
